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MaiStoryBook is excited to revive the *Independent and Self-Published Features Series* to

highlight up and coming illustrators and authors from independent publishing houses and

self-publishers

Now without further ado~

We’re kicking off this *revival post* by featuring 2 previously featured authors who are

already on their second book! Thrilled to be able to have supported their first works, and now

we’re back to support their future endeavors!

Featuring this week’s delightfully adventurous read alouds:

Mimi and Moto Ride the Alphabet by Nancy Gerloff and Mark Augustyn

Illustrated by Aveliya Savina and Marat Kurokhtin

Published by  Little Rider Enterprises: Publishing books to inspire the next generation of

motorcycle riders and promote riding safety

http://maistorybook.com/2020/01/14/independent-and-self-published-features-featuring-nancy-gerloff-mark-augustyn-and-vincent-chen/
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As a teacher, there is always a special place in *mai* heart for alphabet books. As I currently 
teach 3rd grade, I don’t read them to my kiddos as often, but that doesn’t mean never! Now 
that the littles are a bit older, they can even be encouraged to conduct a book study on 
different styles of ABC books, and then create and write their own! Because there are so 
many ways to write this one niche-genre of books, it leads to fantastic compare-and-
contrast analysis of writing styler. Some ABC books are the generic “share a word that starts 
with this letter” type books~ great for exploring phonics with younger children, while other 
ABC books interweave more complexity. Plus, ABC books can focus on a range of topics, 
thus providing opportunities for student interests to be peaked. If you are looking for an 
ABC book perfect for both younger and older children, filled with alliteration and 
adventure-seeking thrills, then *Mimi and Moto Ride the Alphabet* is the read aloud for 
you!
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Mimi and Moto, the motorcycle monkey duo, are back again for another biking escapade.

This time, they are zipping through an alphabet adventure . Each letter of the alphabet is

paired with a mini motor feat. Join Mimi and Moto as they cruise with their cousins wearing

cool goggles, and hold onto your handlebars as they horsepower their way up hills with

headlights flashing. Through this read aloud, children are exposed to a wide array of

motorcycle and rider vocabulary accompanied with vibrant illustrations allowing littles to

make visual and text connections to new words. Plus, each mini motor feat consists of

alliterations, with words starting with the corresponding letter featured on the page

emphasized in bold print. This style of print points out the commonality between the words,

leading older readers to recognize the alliterative pattern and supporting younger readers in

letter and recognition and phonics. Overall, it’s an epic ABC book read aloud, sure to get your

own littles ready to rev their engines!
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A bit more about the Authors: Nancy Gerloff and Mark Augustyn

Nancy Gerloff and Mark Augustyn are motorcycle fanatics who wanted to share their love for 
riding with their infant daughter. Their little girl was already flipping though American 
Motorcyclist magazines, pointing out motorcycles with enthusiasm. However, upon 
searching for an age-appropriate, motorcycle-themed children’s book, none could be found!

Their solution: create their very own motorcycle monkey franchise to build a fun and 
inspiring children’s motorcycle world! Thus they created Mimi and Momo, two adventurous, 
motorcycle monkeys to help riders share their passion for motorcycles with their children 
Thus they created Mimi and Momo, two adventurous, motorcycle monkeys to help riders 
share their passion for motorcycles with their children in an innovative, creative, and 
educational way! To learn more, check out their site: mimiandmoto.com , and follow them on 
Instagram @mimiandmoto.

Check out their first book “Mimi and Moto” featured on MaiStoryBook.

Check here to add their books to your own home library!

***

https://mimiandmoto.com/
https://www.instagram.com/mimiandmoto/
http://maistorybook.com/2017/11/07/independent-self-published-features-featuring-nancy-gerloff-mark-augustyn-kitria-stewart-and-g-brian-benson/
https://amzn.to/2RKng5V



